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WEEKLY BIBLE THOUGHT
“Come unto Me, oil yo that labor and are heavy
laden, and I will live you 'rest. Take My yoke
upon you, and learn of Me: for I an meek and
lowly in heart: and ye shall find rest unto your
souls.
For My yoke is easy, and my burden is
light.”—Matthew 11:28-30.

Once again we convene in annual convention—four years
after the termination of World War II—moved by feelings
TVA GIVES STRONG COMMENDATION TO A. F. OF L. of uncertainty and increasing disappointment.
Workers
In 1933 the Tennessee Valley Authority, through its everywhere are asking why, following such" a* long period
Board of Directors, elected that its employes should have of time, no substantial progress has been made in the negothe right to organize and select their own representatives tiation of an international agreement providing for interfor the purpose of collective bargaining
national peace and security. The facts seem to make it
In 1935 the TVA stated as a policy that employes would clear that failure to arrive at an international agreement
suffer no discrimination because of membership or non- is due to the negative, antagonistic and selfish policy of
Soviet Russia.
membership in a Union, in an effort to be neutral.
Apparently the Russian government seeks
In 1940 the relationship between TVA and the Tennessee to extend and expand Communist control over certain naValley Trades and Labor Council was such that a contract tions of Europe, Asia and elsewhere throughout the world.
was signed between TVA and the A. F. of L. Trades and The fight, therefore, for international peace and security
is supplemented by a fight against the aggression of RusLabor Council.
In 1942, as a result of the co-operation between the Un- sia and its Communist philosophy.
ions and TVA, Management issued a statement to the
We want world peace, but we want it to be based upon
employes saying that Union membership is conducive to the principles of freedom, democracy and liberty. This isthe efficiency and effectiveness of the job, and that Man- sue must be faced courageously and in a
spirit of determiagement looked with favor upon and encouraged such af- nation that the free people of no nation shall be forced to
fiiliation as a means of achieving and maintaining the joint accept communism and Communist control
against their
contribution of labor and management to the Valley pro- will.
gram.

The four steps described above were the highlights in a
Labor Day address delivered at Kingsport, Tennessee, by
Mr. George F. Gant, Genera] Manager of TVA, who came
here as an invited speaker for the big Labor Day celebration.
Mr. Gant was on the program with Congressman
Dayton E. Phillips and James F. Barrett, A. F. of L. or-

ganizer.
uenerai Manager uant g address was an
emphatic approval and commendation of the A. F. of L. Unions’ cooperation and fair dealing with the TVA in the construction,
maintenance and operation of this huge enterprise.
In
more detail, Mr. Gant is quoted as follows:
“TVA now employs about 14,000
people. It has had,
during the war, as many as 42,000 employes. These employes have been and are engaged in building dams, chemical plants, hydro plants, steam
plants, bridges, switchyards, and transmission lines. They are maintaining and
operating the all-important power and chemical plants.
They are engaged in the management of reservoir property,

research in both physical and social science
fields, and
maintaining effective relationships with many agencies.
TVA had to decide in 1933 what its labor
policy would be.
The TVA Board concluded, after months of
study and consultation with employes, labor leaders, labor
advisors,
that its employes should have the right to organize and
select their own representatives for the purpose of collective bargaining. This was before the Wagner Act. It
established a precedent in the Federal service.
“The empkyes responded to this
implicit invitation Ao
of deaii**
TVA management.
purpT
Not only did the employee join unions in a
large majority,
Idle unions themselves, A. F. of L.
unions, organisedthe
ennessee Valley Trades and Labor Council
for the purpose
a single framework for their
relations with
TVA.
The Council and TVA hammered out their
nego«nd related procedures in an
traniff.
atmosphere
of stiff bargaining but also in an
atmosphere of trust and
good faith. By 1940 the relationship had matured sufficiently, in terms of mutual confidence ami acceptance of
responsibility, that it was possible to negotiate and sign
a contract.
The terms of this contract will be of interest
to you, and I wish to point out again that
they are important not only to the efficiency and
stability of TVA’s own
operations but because of their impact upon the development of labor standards in the Tennessee
Valley.
“The contract is with TVA's trades and labor
employes
represented by unions affiliated with and acting through a
single agent-—the Tennessee Valley Trades and Labor
Council. It is a continuing agreement, not a
year-to-year
proposition, and may be reopened at any time by TVA or
by Council upon 90 days’ notice; neither party has rein
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As we meet in this historic convention, labor throughout
the nation is conscious of the fact that our enemies are
seeking to destroy, weaken, and if possible wipe out our
trade union movement through the enactment of vicious,
reprehensible antilabor legislation. As a result, the fighting spirit of the workers has been aroused as never before.
That fact was reflected in the election which was held last
November. The record shows that unity of thought and
action was developed to a high degree among working men
and women and their friends everywhere. This fight against
anti-labor legislation is still on.
For that reason those
in attendance at this convention will formulate policies designed to win victories for labor both on the political and
economic field. Social security and health insurance legislation, federal aid for education, minimum wage legislation
and other social justice and security legislation wil and
must command the attention of the officers and delegates
in attendance at this convention.
Our purpose is to bring about the realization of the hopes
and aspirations of labor, to seek to establish a standard of
living commensurate with the requirements of American
citizenship. We cherish the principles of freedom, liberty,
democracy and justice as a common heritage to be preserved at any cost and transmitted to future generations.
In conformity with the record made by previous conventions, those in attendance at this 68th Annual Convention
of the American Federation of Labor will make a genuine
contribution toward the realization of this great objective.
WILLIAM GREEN,
GEORGE MEANT,

President
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